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Abstract— In the earth of curse of dimensionality feature
selection acting a very important role in reducing the entire
feature collection with the partial subset of features Falling the
number of features pave way for a variety of advantaged as well
as simplify the assignment. Feature selection means finding the
appropriate set of features which will give the majority of it to
the solution with minimum or null error rate. Selected features
are to be tested with the help of classifiers, so that the separation
of selected features can be proved to be most favorable when
compared to other features subsets separately as well as a
group. Genetic algorithms are now days play a very important
role among any other method in selecting the features based on
the Theory of Evolution and on the “Survival of the fitness”. It
is a heuristic approach. To cooperate with the GA approach we
have the classifiers which will go hand in hand to bring out the
final set of features along with their calculation accuracy. In this
paper we have analyze, classifiers and compare them with their
act and the unit of correctness.
Keywords—Feature Selection, Knn, Genetic Algorithm, Fuzzy
Rough Set classification.

I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, knowledge discovery in databases (KDD)
and data mining became more and more important as the
number and size of reachable data sources raise at
extraordinary rates, and all industry segments from financial
sectors to telecommunications rely on analysis of data to
compete.By now, KDD is defined as a complex, iterative, and
interactive process which requires more then loading data
into an intelligent algorithm and waiting for automatically
achieved result to deploy them.
It is clear that data preparation is one of the most important
and time consuming phases in KDD. Research tasks such as
data selection, data cleaning, data construction, data
integration, and data formatting often decide the success of
data mining arrangements.
In context of machine learning system there are several
reasons to decrease the original training set to smaller one.
The first of them is to decrease the noise in original data set
because some learning algorithms may be noise fragile. The
second reason to shrink the training set is to decrease the
amount of calculation. The third and comparatively new

reason to use Feature selection appeared together with new
prototype selection algorithm.
Feature selection is a focusing task in the data preparation
phase of KDD. It is one of the useful means of data reduction.
Next section describes few feature selection algorithms then
after the comparison study of these algorithms. Finally, in
section 4 we reached to conclusion.

II. FEATURE SELECTION ALGORITHMS
A. KNN Method for Feature Selection:
K -Nearest Neighbor algorithm is an instance based
supervises learning that has been used in many applications
of data mining, statistical pattern recognition, image
processing etc… KNN algorithm accomplishes very good
performance in their experiments on unusual datasets. It is
one of the most popular algorithms for pattern recognition.
KNN algorithm is proved to accomplish good results in the
experiments on unusual datasets. KNN algorithm improves
the classification performance. KNN algorithm takes the kneighbors and calculates the distance to classify the test
samples instead of considering all the test samples. In KNN
method k the umber of samples from the training set is
generated and considered as initial population. The fitness
value for the chromosomes is calculated so that the best
fitness (highest fitness value) individuals are selected and
they are stored. The most natural choice of the fitness
function is some measure of the classification performance
of the KNN rule. The value that obtained by calculating the
distance between the best individuals is stored as global
maximum. The process continues with a set of steps for a
required no. of limited iterations.
The steps that are involved are:
1. Create a population.
2. Apply crossover and mutation operators.
3. Find the local minima.
4. Compare the value obtained for local minima with the
existing global maximum.
5. The higher value is taken as global maximum.
6. The steps from 1 – 5 are repeated until the required number
of iterations or the required global maximum.
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It is proved that the classification correctness of KNN
method is above 93%.
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B. Fuzzy Sets for Feature Selection:
A rough set is a formal estimate of a crisp set, in terms of a
pair of sets which give lower and upper estimate of the
original set. The lower and upper estimated sets are crisp sets.
Fuzzification is a process in which the data is represents
using a function called membership function. The
quantitative value is transfer into fuzzy sets. The two
membership values (yes or no) are produced for each
attribute from the membership function. Fuzzy rough sets are
an extension for rough sets. They are applied in situations
where classes are described as fuzzy sets on the feature space.
Categorization exactness can also be obtained as a measure of
how the data is classified in fuzzy recognition problems.
Fuzzy rough sets for feature selection play an important role
in many applications where the data under consideration is
not discrete. In a classical rough set theory it is possible to
consider real valued data. The inductive learning of a fuzzy
rule-based classification system first of all determines a set of
fuzzy rules from the set of instances and patterns. Each of
these patterns is described by a set of features which are
called as variables or characteristics.
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key is determined into a vector called a chromosome. One
element of the vector represent a gene. All of the
chromosomes make up of a population and are predictable
according to the fitness function. A fitness value will be used
to measure the ―fitness‖ of a chromosome. Initial populations
in the genetic process are accidentally created. GA then uses
three operators to produce a next generation from the current
generation: replica, intersect, and metamorphosis. GA
eliminates the chromosomes of low fitness and keeps the
ones of high fitness. This whole process is repetitive, and
more chromosomes of high fitness move to the next
production, until a good chromosome (individual) is found.
The main objective of genetic feature selection stage is to
reduce the dimensionality of the problem before the
supervised inductive learning process. Among the many
wrapper algorithms used, the Genetic Algorithm (GA), which
solves optimization problems using the methods of evolution,
specifically ―survival of the fittest‖, has proved as a
promising one. GA evaluates each individual’s fitness as well
the superiority of the solution. The fitter individuals are more
eligible to enter into the next generation as a population.
After a required number of generations the final set of
optimal population with fittest chromosomes will emerge
giving the solution.
Selection algorithms include a few vital components such as
the initial population or the starting point in the feature space,
search procedure, evaluation function or the fitness function
and terminating condition. Initially all the features are taken
into consideration. Later the subset of features can be found
by evaluating all the possible solutions. These search
procedures that are practical to implement are not definite to
find the optimal subset of features. Genetic algorithms is one
of the search actions which simulate natural evolution
mechanisms of natural selection and natural inheritance are
used to in order to find solution to a problem. The basic
operations involved in genetic algorithm are maintaining a
population of solutions, selecting better solutions for
recombination with each other and use their offspring to
replace poorer solutions. GA is a combinatorial search
technique based on random and probabilistic measures.
Features are selected using a fitness function and then
combined via cross-over and transmutation operators to
produce the next generation of subsets.

III. RESULT AND CONCLUSION
The graphical representation given below depicts the
performance of all the combination with respect to the
correctness of the model. It is clearly shown that the
correctness in the case of k-nearest neighbor algorithms
networks is the highest for small data set.

Figure 1: fuzzy based feature selection
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Genetic Algorithm is an adaptive heuristic method of
global-optimization searching and simulate the performance
of the evolution process in environment. It maps the
searching space into a inherent space. That is, every possible
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Figure 2: Performance Relationship graph of the Knn,
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Fuzzy, Genetic algorithm and the classifiers.
KNN algorithm is an evolutionary algorithm that is capable
of selecting the features for classification. This paper focus
on the performance of the classifiers for the same data (small
dataset) and the study shows that the KNN algorithms
classifier prove to be the best when compare with other
classifiers.
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